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INTRODUCTION:
Andrea Saul, a prominent Romney 2012 campaign operative and spokesperson, formerly worked
for DCI Group, a Washington DC public affairs and lobbying firm. During this period, DCI
Group was on contract to ExxonMobil at the height of Exxon’s campaign attacking global
warming science and climate change policy. DCI’s efforts included campaigns to undermine
climate legislation and to push counter messages and spokespeople to media on the connection
between extreme weather and global warming. Saul’s extensive role in these DCI Group climate
campaigns can be traced through archived documents and press releases. Her role in shaping
Romney’s climate and science policy is not known.

“Gov. Romney does not think greenhouse gases are pollutants within the meaning of the
Clean Air Act, and he does not believe that the EPA should be regulating them,” said
Romney spokeswoman Andrea Saul. “CO2 is a naturally occurring gas. Humans
emit it every time they exhale.” Politico, July 2011.1

Ms. Saul has defended to Mitt Romney's contradictory public statements on global warming.
NPR reported in October, 2011: "Romney went from believing that humans contribute to global
warming, though he was uncertain how much, to saying he didn't know what contributes to
global warming." Andrea Saul denied that Romney had "flip-flopped" on his climate stance,
responding:

"This is ridiculous. Governor Romney's view on climate change has not changed. He
believes it's occurring, and that human activity contributes to it, but he doesn't know to
what extent. He opposes cap and trade, and he refused to sign such a plan when he was
governor. Maybe the bigger threat is all the hot air coming from career politicians who
are desperate to hold on to power." NPR, October, 2011.2

ANDREA SAUL AND DCI GROUP

• Saul was hired March 2011 as a Romney campaign spokesperson. Today, she regularly
appears in the media as the main messenger for the campaign.

• While employed with the PR firm DCI Group as an account executive between 2004-
2007, Ms. Saul helped to orchestrate a multi-faceted, covert operation to undermine
science, attack scientists and confuse the public and reporters.

• DCI was, at that time, contracted as lobbyists by Exxon and many other corporations.
Exxon remains a DCI client today3.
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From 2004 to 2007, Ms. Saul worked at the DCI Group, a top lobbying and public relations firm
that has represented a range of clients including the Burmese junta45 and has orchestrated front
group campaigns for Microsoft6, Verizon and ExxonMobil.

Two of the DCI Group founders, Tim Hyde and Thomas J. Synhorst, began their careers with the
tobacco industry where they worked to undermine the science on the dangers of smoking. For
instance, Mr. Synhorst oversaw field operations with the “smokers rights” groups, a phony
movement designed to shift the discussion away from the dangers of smoking to the protection
of smoking rights.7

In the early-2000s, DCI picked up ExxonMobil as a client and began operations to create
confusion about climate change science. For instance, the Wall Street Journal reported on a
purportedly homemade YouTube video portraying Al Gore as a sinister figure who blames
several problems on global warming.8 The video’s maker was listed as “Toutsmith” a 29-year-
old who identified himself as living in Beverly Hills, California.

However, when Journal reporters contacted “Toutsmith” his return emails originated from a
computer registered with the DCI Group. A spokesman from Exxon confirmed that the company
was a DCI Group client. DCI declined to admit to the Wall Street Journal if they had made the
video.9

According to the Wall Street Journal:

Traffic to the penguin video, first posted on YouTube.com in May, got a boost from
prominently placed sponsored links that appeared on the Google search engine when
users typed in "Al Gore" or "Global Warming." The ads, which didn't indicate who had
paid for them, were removed shortly after The Wall Street Journal contacted DCI Group
on Tuesday.10

As part of this Exxon funded campaign, Andrea Saul was a point person behind an effort to
create confusion and advance contrarian viewpoints and corporate-funded pundits.

This briefing illuminates Ms. Saul’s efforts at DCI where she:
1. Advanced the opinions of contrarian scientists and corporate-funded pundits on the

Exxon-funded Tech Central Station, a purported news web site;
2. Sought to promote contrarian voices into the debate over hurricanes and climate change

in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina;
3. Promoted the views of a scientist who had no training in climate change to undermine a

study on climate change effects on the Antarctic ice sheet;
4. Led a public relations campaign to undermine scientific consensus on the science of

climate change;
5. And pushed out press releases for a front group linked to Grover Norquist designed to

undermine pending climate change legislation.

1. Andrea Saul - Contact on Climate Change for Phony News Site, Tech Central Station
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Tech Central Station is a free market news site that was established, owned and published by
DCI Group until it was sold in September 2006.11 According to a story published in 2003 in the
Washington Monthly, Tech Central Station appeared to be less about news than lobbying.12 The
story found:

On closer inspection, Tech Central Station looks less like a think-tank-cum-magazine
than a kind of lobbying practice. Which makes sense: Four of the five co-owners of TCS
are also the co-owners of the DCI Group, the Washington public affairs firm founded by
Republican operative Thomas J. Synhorst. TCS's fifth owner is Charles Francis, who is
also a senior lobbyist at DCI and is listed on TCS's phone directory. And as it happens,
three of TCS's sponsors--AT&T, General Motors, and PhRMA--have also retained DCI
for their lobbying needs. (Both DCI's spokeswoman and TCS's chief executive officer
declined to be interviewed for this article. However, after I requested comment, the Web
site was changed. Where it formerly stated that "Tech Central Station is published by
Tech Central Station, L.L.C.," it now reads "Tech Central Station is published by DCI
Group, L.L.C.")

Like its publishing arm, DCI's business is to influence elite opinion in Washington. But
instead of publishing articles, DCI specializes in what's known as "corporate-financed
grass-roots organizing," such as setting up front groups to agitate for a client's position,
placing letters to the editor with key newspapers, and using phone banks to generate calls
to politicians. TCS, for its part, includes a disclaimer on its site noting that "the opinions
expressed on these pages are solely those of the writers and not necessarily those of any
corporation or other organization." But it is startling how often the opinions of TCS's
writers and sponsors converge.13

In 2006, Andrea Saul was listed as the contact person on Tech Central Station’s webpage on
climate change.14 The site hosted opinions written by many prominent climate change science
deniers including Patrick Michaels, Henry I. Miller, Tim Ball, Sallie  Baliunas, Robert C.
Balling, William Gray, David Legates, Anthony Lupo, Willie Soon, and Roy Spencer.

2. DCI Tech Central Station - Campaign on Link Between Hurricanes and Climate Change

On the eve of the 2006 hurricane season, after the worst year of hurricane damage in recent
history, including the devastating and deadly hurricane Katrina, DCI was deployed to create a
counter narrative on the connection between stronger hurricanes and global warming. It is
unknown who the DCI client was requesting this work, or what the deliverables were.

As part of the DCI efforts, Tech Central Station produced and distributed a Video News Release
(VNR) that called into question the science linking hurricanes with climate change. The VNR
along with a known newscast that used the piece, is viewable online, preserved by the Center for
Investigative Reporting.15
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VNRs are produced videos, contracted generally by corporations, edited as news segments and
sent out to news stations in small markets in hopes of filling airtime within the actual newscast.

DCI’s hurricane VNR was distributed to TV stations across the Gulf states and was aired on at
least one of them. Materials accompanying the video package listed "TCS Daily Science
Roundtable" as the producer.

The VNR’s announcers said:

There’s a lot of debate as to what’s been causing all of these hurricanes. Some scientists
say it’s part of a naturally occurring cycle, while others have made the claim global
warming is to blame.

Dr. William Gray  and Dr. James O’Brien, two of the nation’s top weather and oceans
scientists, point to scientific data for the answer […].

Gray and many of his colleagues believe it’s not global warming that’s creating these
massive hurricanes, but the cycle of nature itself.16

Growing Body of Scientific Evidence on Hurricanes and Climate Change
Around the time that Hurricane Katrina devastated New Orleans in August 2005, several papers
were published in the scientific literature that found a potential link between hurricanes and
climate change.

Two months before Katrina hit, Kevin Trenberth  of the National Center for Atmospheric
Research published a perspective article in Science that examined the published literature for
possible evidence linking hurricanes and climate change.17 Dr. Trenberth concluded:

“Trends in human-influenced environmental changes are now evident in hurricane
regions. These changes are expected to affect hurricane intensity and rainfall, but the
effect on hurricane numbers remains unclear. The key scientific question is not whether
there is a trend in hurricane numbers and tracks, but rather how hurricanes are
changing.”18

Weeks before Katrina landed, Kerry Emmanuel with the Program in Atmospheres, Oceans, and
Climate at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) published a study in Nature that
reviewed the power of roughly 4,800 hurricanes in the prior few decades.19 His analysis
concluded that hurricanes that occurred over this period were increasing in average intensity:

“My results suggest that future warming may lead to an upward trend in tropical cyclone
destructive potential, and—taking into account an increasing coastal population—a
substantial increase in hurricane-related losses in the twenty-first century.” 20

Evan Mills of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory published a viewpoint in Science
which argued that the insurance industry was vulnerable to the negative financial impact of
disasters accentuated by climate change.21
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The month after Hurricane Katrina hit, researchers at the Georgia Institute of Technology and the
National Center for Atmospheric Research published a study of tropical cyclones in Science.22

The data found an increase in the number and proportion of hurricanes reaching the largest
categories, which are 4 and 5.

The accumulated evidence of these papers, along with the media reports, had a definitive impact
on public opinion. A poll run by Time/ABC News/Stanford University at that time, found that 85
percent of Americans agreed that the Earth was growing warmer.23

On the eve of the 2006 hurricane season, DCI responded to growing public recognition of global
warming. On March 30, 2006, Andrea Saul sent out a press release alerting reporters to “experts”
who could discuss the link between hurricanes and climate change.24 This press release furtively
lists Saul as representing “Technology Commerce Society”, the tag line for TCS Daily, Tech
Central Station’s daily blog website. Saul’s real employer, DCI Group, is not listed.

Ms. Saul wrote in the release:
“Coming off one of the most devastating hurricane seasons in recent memory, many are
quick to blame the strength and frequency of these storms on global warming. Leading
climate scientists, however, say there is no link between increased storm activity and a
massive change in global climate.”25

The scientists listed on the press statement included:

• James J. O’Brien, director of the Center for Ocean-Atmospheric Prediction Studies,
Florida State University – As an expert in oceanography and weather, Dr. O’Brien
appeared to have little to no expertise in climate change according to his CV of published
studies.26

• Roy Spencer, Research Scientist at the University of Alabma – Spencer has long been a
denier of anthropogenic global warming and has been affiliated with many contrarian
groups including the George C. Marshall Institute.27

• Patrick Michaels, Professor of Environmental Science at the University of Virginia – A
denier of anthropogenic global warming, Dr. Michaels has maintained strong ties to
several denier front groups with oil and gas industry ties including the Cato Institute28

and the Greening Earth Society.29

• George Taylor, Manager of the Oregon Climate Service at the University of Oregon –
With no training in climate change or hurricanes, Taylor’s job was “ to help advise
Oregon farmers, fishermen, skiers and motorists about likely weather conditions, both
short- and long-term.”30

• Anthony R. Lupo, Associate Professor of Atmospheric Science at the University of
Missouri – A global warming denier and conservative activist, Lupo has been affiliated
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with numerous denialist organizations including the Science and Environmental Policy
Project,31 the Heartland Institute,32 and The Marshall Institute.33

3. Andrea Saul - Promoting the Views of a Non-expert Expert

In April 2006, Andrea Saul put out a press release to promote the views of weatherman and
climate contrarian George Taylor who attempted to rebut a study published in Science which
found that the Antarctic ice sheet was melting.34 Saul wrote:

“TCSDaily Science Roundtable member and Oregon state climatologist George Taylor,
expressed his concern over the legitimacy of recent claims that the Antarctic ice sheet is
melting. The Washington Post article titled “Antarctic Ice Sheet Is Melting Rapidly”
(http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2006/03/02/AR2006030201712.html) looked to Taylor to provide an
expert view on the validity of a recent study published in Science magazine on global
warming.” 35

George Taylor was the Manager of the Oregon Climate Service at the University of Oregon and
had no training in climate change or its effects on polar regions of the Earth. According to an
article about his retirement in 2008, Taylor’s expertise was “ to help advise Oregon farmers,
fishermen, skiers and motorists about likely weather conditions, both short- and long-term.”36

4. Andrea Saul - Led Campaign to Undermine Scientific Consensus on Climate Change
Science

In mid 2006, the American Meteorological Society (AMS) sought to draft a consensus statement
on the science of climate change. This statement examined the vast body of research on the
matter in attempt to better explain the science to both scientists and the American public.

In response, several scientists sent a letter to the AMS in an attempt to introduce contrarian
views about “natural variability” and “data uncertainty” in the climate. 37 The lead author of the
letter was Joseph D’Aleo a well-known climate change denier who has no training in climate
change science. Other signatories include contrarian scientists and corporate funded pundits such
as Richard Lindzen, Sallie Baliunas, and Patrick J. Michaels.

To advance these views, Ms. Saul led a public relations campaign to “influence the deciding
committee on the final statement.”38

5. Andrea Saul - Work with Grover Norquist Front Gr oup, United For Jobs

When Congress was considering a tax on oil companies in the mid 2000’s, Andrea Saul leaped to
Big Oil’s defense as part of United For Jobs, front group.39 In a press release by Saul, she wrote:
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Today United for Jobs (UFJ) warned that federal legislation to impose a so-called
"windfall profits tax" on U.S. oil companies would have a severe economic impact on
public employee trust funds. The Missouri Highway Patrol Retirement System, the Public
School Employees' Retirement System of Missouri, the Missouri State Employees'
Retirement System, and other public retirement funds could lose as much as $325 million
per year in foregone gains, according to a recent study by the Investors Action
Foundation (http://www.windfallprofitstax.org/).

United for Jobs had already led the campaign to kill the McCain-Lieberman climate legislation
on a rolling basis beginning in 2004.40 In 2005, the latest McCain-Lieberman climate bill was
gaining slow momentum and Senator McCain pushed for more votes. McCain staff told to us at
the time that United for Jobs was the most formidable opponent, with their appearance as a
multi-denominational coalition of “labor”, black business (National Black Chamber of
Commerce), and seniors groups (60 Plus Association). United for Jobs attacked numerous other
proposals for greenhouse gas regulations, including a counter offense against Senator Jeff
Binghaman’s carbon dioxide regulatory efforts in 2005.41

United for Jobs no longer exists, but an archived website finds that their office was located at
1920 L Street, NW Suite 200 Washington, DC 20036.42 At the time, this was the exact same
address for Americans for Tax Reform,43 a corporate front group managed by Grover Norquist,
an associate of disgraced lobbyist Jack Abramoff.

DCI Group served as the contact and distribution node for United for Jobs reports and press
releases.

ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND

Leaked Document: DCI, Heartland Institute and Exxon plan attacks on Clean Air Act
An anonymous source sent Greenpeace a copy of an invitation, agenda and attendees list for a
May 2006 meeting organized by the Heartland Institute and hosted at the DCI Group offices “to
discuss public policy challenges related to the Clean Air Act.” 44 The only corporation
represented at the meeting was ExxonMobil. Exxon representatives gave two presentations over
the course of the full day meeting. Six ExxonMobil staff are listed as invited guests. Two DCI –
Tech Central Station representatives are named on the invitees list, along with a note “plus DCI
field officers and staff”. It is unknown whether Andrea Saul attended this meeting.

Organizations invited to this session included:
American Council for Capital Formation
American Enterprise Institute
American Legislative Exchange Council
Black Chamber of Commerce
Cato Institute
Center for Science and Policy
Competitive Enterprise Institute
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CRA International
Frontiers of Freedom
George Marshall Institute
Manhattan Institute
National Taxpayers Union
Phoenix Strategies

DCI Group former staff within Romney 2012 campaign

(Quotations sourced from Democracy in Action)

http://www.p2012.org/candidates/romneyorg

Matt Rhoades, Campaign Manager: “(announced Feb. 15, 2010) A vice president with
DCI Group, May 2007-Feb. 2010. Communications director on Romney's presidential
campaign, Jan. 2007-March 2008. A deputy communications director in charge of
research for the RNC during the 2006 election cycle. Research director for the 2004
Bush/Cheney re-election campaign. Deputy research director at the RNC, 2003-04. White
House Liaison at the U.S. Office of Personnel Management in the Bush Administration,
and earlier an Associate Director in the White House Presidential Personnel Office. B.A.
from Syracuse University, 1997; and an M.A. from The George Washington University,
1999.”

Andrea Saul, Press Secretary: “announced March 3, 2011 as communications advisor to
Free and Strong America PAC) Press Secretary for Carly Fiorina’s U.S. Senate race in
California. Communications director for Gov. Charlie Crist during his recent U.S. Senate
run but resigned in April 2010 upon his decision to switch party affiliation. Press
secretary to U.S Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-UT) during much of 2009. Director of media affairs
for McCain-Palin, responsible for organizing all television, radio and surrogate activity.
Director of media affairs at the Republican National Committee, 2007-08. Associate
account executive at DCI Group, 2005-07. Graduate of Vanderbilt University, 2004.
twitter”

Evan Yost, Deputy Communications Director and Research Director: “(June 2011)
M.B.A. in finance, accounting from Rice University, 2011. A director at DCI Group,
2007-09. Deputy director of research on John McCain 2008 in 2007. Special assistant for
strategic initiatives in the Office of Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist, 2005-06. B.A. in
English literature from The Johns Hopkins University, 2000.”
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